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The latest updates of Yomidas Rekishikan make the database an even more convenient search tool.

1. **English-language Interface**
   The English interface is now available on the Top Screen and in the Heisei Era section. Switch the language mode from Japanese to English by clicking the language icon at the top.

   It became also possible to set the English-language interface as default. If you prefer to do so, please e-mail: miki2096@yomiuri.com
   yomidas@yomiuri.com

2. **Flash Player replaced by html5**
   You no longer need Flash Player to open the Viewer Window. The introduction of html5 allows you to simply open the viewer.
English-language interface available for Top Screen, Heisei Era section

In addition to the Japan News section, the English-language interface is now available for the Top Screen and the Heise Era section.

English-language display of the Top Screen
The English-language interface enables non-Japanese users to more easily find the stories they need.

**Search Page:** Type in 東京五輪 in the Search box and execute Search.

**Search Results Page:** Search results are displayed. Click the headline of the story you wish to read.

**Full-Text Display Page:** The article text is displayed. If you wish to read the story in the clipping format, click the box on the right. Then, the Viewer Window will pop up.

**Clipping**
You can also toggle between Japanese and English in the Heisei and the Japan News sections.

To use the dictionary function, click the Dictionary Search button.

The Dictionary Search box opens up.
You can choose the paper size and print orientation for your printouts.

To print images in the Viewer Window, you can choose either A4- or A3-size paper and set the print orientation (horizontally or vertically) in a pop-up window for printouts (印刷確認). Be careful to make the same settings in the printer side.
Got a question?

For more information, please contact Mikiko Miyakawa
The Yomiuri Shimbun
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